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Dear Animal Lovers on Koh Samui,  November 2010

As every year, my husband and I will spend Christmas back in Germany. Werner will fly home on December 9 
already, as he has to go to hospital. I myself can only fly on December 21, and we will return to Koh Samui on 
December 31 in the morning. It is impossible to leave the cats and dogs any longer.

This year Allison from Scotland could not come over and stay in our house as she cannot leave her old and ill 
mother unattended at home. But we are lucky enough, as Jeremy from Australia is willing to live in our home! 
Last year he stayed home with us for Christmas in Chaweng and I do hope he knows what he is venturing?
At least he fulfils the most important condition: he is NOT allergic to cats!!!

Jeremy from Australia

Jay, Linda and Tom

Bärbel and Günther will return to 
Koh Samui on December 21.  In 
any case, they are going to stay for 
three months’s time to care for the 
dogs and the “order” in the animal 
home. Certainly, our helpers had 
hoped, these two would never show 
up again- as they had informed me 
about the helpers that did not work 
following MY ideas of how their job 
should be done!

At Christmas this year Jay and Linda will be supported by Tom when they do their temple rounds. For many 
years Tom has been a voluntary helper for the DRCS. Unfortunately he must return regularly to Switzerland to 
work and save enough money so that he can stay in Koh Samui. I am convinced that all will cooperate perfectly 
well and the cats and dogs will be well looked after. I have got a lot of confidence in our manager WIT as well: he 
is a responsible person and will do his best that everything can run smoothly. Whenever I call him I am told 
“everything is ok”, but IS everything ok? This can’t be true, as “everything is ok” does never happen

Operation list October 2010

Dog (Female) Dog (Male) Cat (Female) Cat (Male) Other Total
104 14 11 6 8 143

Thank you very much for all your help. We hope we can count on your continued support so that we can make 
even more progress in the future. We believe our efforts to make Koh Samui more animal-friendly have made it 
a happier and safer place for tourists, for which the tourists are grateful. Our four-legged friends are most 
grateful for your contribution!  

Best wishes

Brigitte
P.S. A huge “Thank You” to The Tongsai Bay for their generous donation of old clothes and pillow cases.


